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Widely recognized for its expertise and contributions to gender jurisprudence and human rights practice, the International Women’s Human Rights Law Clinic at the City University of New York School of Law (IWHR) advocates before international and regional human rights bodies, national and local courts, and other legal institutions, to expand human rights protections internationally and domestically. Its youth justice project collaborates with legal, academic, and community-based organizations throughout the United States, encouraging compliance with human rights law and standards for youth, including by ensuring that youth in conflict with the law are treated as youth.
I. Background and Introduction

This report is meant to help inform the New York City Board of Correction’s (BOC) rulemaking, by providing information on key international human rights standards regarding detention of youth. Pursuant to its mandate, which includes establishing minimum standards regarding conditions of confinement for City correctional facilities, the BOC is conducting a new rulemaking process. This comes in the wake of a recent U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) report revealing widespread and systematic abuse of adolescents in New York City jails—abuse that contravenes basic international human rights protections.

International human rights standards call for governments to diminish the use of detention, increase services for youth, and create conditions of detention that help youth flourish, by serving their unique developmental needs and respecting their inherent dignity as human beings. These standards are widely accepted internationally and represent the culmination of findings on best practices by human rights experts in international human rights treaty bodies, the United Nations (UN) General Assembly, the UN Human Rights Council; as well as by regional human rights monitoring and enforcement bodies, such as the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, and the European Court of Human Rights.

The United States government has signed and ratified major international human rights treaties that provide protections to people deprived of liberty, and has since restated its commitment to meeting its obligations under those instruments. The minimum standards and guidance provided by the UN Standard Minimum Rules on the Treatment of Prisoners (SMR) are widely considered a primary universal guide on treatment of prisoners, and in some countries have even been enacted into law or constitute the foundation for national prison regulations. In the U.S., the State Department conveyed the government’s commitment to promote the principles and practices set forth in the SMR. Additionally, in a move that reflects the link between treaty obligations and guidance produced by the UN General Assembly, The UN Human Rights Committee, the body that monitors government compliance with the International Convention on Civil and Political Rights, a treaty that the U.S. has ratified, called on the U.S. to uphold its obligations under the treaty, in part by adhering to guidance in the SMR.

Our hope is that the New York City Board of Correction will strive to meet and exceed international human rights standards in creating regulations on the city’s treatment of youth who are in conflict with the law.

While not the focus of this report, the clear link between justice administration and confinement make it worth pointing out that New York’s policies regarding administration of justice contravene international human rights standards. Under these standards, youth should only be
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deprived of their liberty as a measure of last resort, and for the minimum period possible.\(^5\) Furthermore, in the administration of justice, youth in conflict with the law, including sixteen and seventeen year olds, should not be in the adult criminal justice system.\(^6\)

As the scope of the BOC’s mandate does not include arrest and sentencing policy, this report focuses solely on international human rights standards specific to conditions of confinement for youth,\(^7\) and does not address these other critical components. The section following this introduction describes international human rights standards regarding the segregation of youth and adult populations, including standards applicable to youth 18 up to at least 21 years of age. The third section contains international human rights standards for conditions of confinement for youth, including specific information on physical facilities, visiting, hygiene, and nutrition. Section four outlines those standards applicable to programming for detained youth, specifically regarding education, job training and recreation. Standards on medical and mental health care for detained youth are in the fifth section. Section six discusses limitations on the use of force. Section seven describes international human rights standards related to discipline of youth deprived of their liberty. Within that section is a discussion on solitary confinement that covers the prohibition of solitary confinement for youth, general restrictions on solitary confinement, and protections related to mental health and solitary confinement. The final section lists some recommendations.

II. Segregating Youth and Adult Populations

Imprisoning or jailing youth in adult facilities violates human rights treaty provisions that specifically require the separation of juveniles from adult detainees, both before adjudication and following sentencing.\(^8\) Just this year, both the UN Human Rights Committee\(^9\) and the UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination\(^10\) called on the U.S. to ensure that youth are separated from adult detainees during pre-trial detention and after sentencing. In 2006, the UN Committee Against Torture also criticized the practice in some parts of the U.S. of


\(^7\) While international human rights standards make clear that youth under eighteen years of age must be treated as youth in criminal processing and in detention, international human rights bodies also call for governments to apply juvenile justice rules and regulations to people aged 18 up to at least 21. See infra, § II.


\(^9\) Human Rights Committee, supra note 4, at ¶ 20, 23.

\(^10\) Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, supra note 6, at ¶ 21.
incarcerating youth in adult jails and prisons. As explained by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR), imprisoning youth with adults denies them the special protection as minors that they are afforded under human rights law. Further, it threatens youths’ physical integrity, and exposes them “to conditions highly prejudicial to their development and makes them vulnerable to others who, as adults, could prey on them.” Because of the various deprivations that accompany the “total institution” of incarceration, governments have a special obligation to protect people deprived of liberty from circumstances that could detrimentally impact their rights to life, health, and personal integrity. According to the IACHR, failure to separate youth and adults also makes impossible the “aim of reform and social rehabilitation,” which is to be the essential purpose of deprivation of liberty, and places youth in an environment that encourages recidivism.

The definition of “youth” in this context is important to consider. Human rights standards make clear that juvenile justice rules must be applied to anyone under 18. However, international and regional human rights standards recognize that it may be appropriate to also provide protection to youth 18 and older rather than automatically pushing them into the adult system when they turn 18. International and regional human rights bodies encourage governments to apply juvenile justice rules and regulations to persons aged 18 up to at least 21. This includes youth who attain the age of majority while serving a custodial sentence. The IACHR and UN Committee on the Rights of the Child suggest applying a “best interests of the child” standard in deciding where a youth in custody who turns 18 will serve any remaining period of confinement. This means accounting for the best interests of the 18 year-old youth, as well as those of the younger children in the facility. For children who attain the age of majority while serving a custodial sentence the IACHR recommends that states undertake a hearing to determine if the person in question should remain incarcerated or be released, or whether the remaining portion of the custodial sentence can be commuted and replaced with a non-custodial measure.

III. Conditions of Confinement Regarding Physical Facilities, Visiting, Hygiene, & Nutrition
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Under international human rights standards regarding the protection of juveniles deprived of liberty, the conditions under which youth are detained must ensure respect for their human rights and for their inherent dignity as human beings, and account for their particular needs as youth. Human rights experts recognize that the nature of imprisonment places governments in the position of guarantor of life and physical integrity of all people deprived of liberty, thus obligating governments to protect detainees from circumstances harmful to their rights to life, health or physical integrity. These rights should in fact be afforded to any person deprived of liberty, however, youth in particular are entitled to special protections by virtue of their age and special developmental needs.

One of governments’ primary obligations regarding detained youth is to provide physical facilities that ensure their health and dignity. Human rights standards call for governments to establish open facilities for detaining youth, meaning facilities “with no or minimal security measures.” Sleeping accommodations provided to youth should not entail large, barracks-style dormitories, but instead should “normally consist of small group dormitories or individual bedrooms,” and each individual youth should be provided with adequate, clean bedding. Under international human rights standards, youth should have access to the facilities and resources to maintain proper hygiene for general health and cleanliness. They should have easy access to sanitary and private hygienic facilities and be allowed a regular bath or shower, at a comfortable temperature. Facilities must include adequate floor space, lighting, clean drinking water, heating, and ventilation, and should permit youth to receive daily exposure to natural light.

Additionally under human rights standards, the physical space where youth are detained should facilitate individualized programming and education, with architecture that is consistent with the socio-educational and rehabilitative aims of the juvenile justice system. Youth should have
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sufficient space and equipment for study and for meaningful educational and recreational activities and programs, including accessible open-air recreation space. Additionally, facilities should be adapted to meet the needs of youth with disabilities who are deprived of liberty.

Under international human rights standards, youth should be permitted to communicate with and receive frequent visits from family and friends. As human rights experts point out, the more community and familial ties youth maintain in detention, the more effortless re-integration will be when they are released from custody. International human rights standards provide that visitation should not be restricted to immediate family members. Facilities should encourage visits from extended family, friends, and various members of the community. To accommodate youths’ rights, detention facilities must be both geographically as close to their families and communities as possible and have visiting facilities that allow for privacy. This means that if governments detain youth, they should do so in small, decentralized centers near the youth’s homes. It is governments’ obligation to ensure family visitation is conducive to family bonding. International human rights standards prohibit restriction or denial of contact with family members for detained youth.

Under international human rights standards, overcrowding in juvenile facilities must be prohibited; and adequate physical space should be provided. Human rights experts note that overcrowding is one of the factors that increase incidents of violence in prisons, leading to long-term, irreversible psychological and physical harm, and thus violating governments’ obligations to protect youths’ wellbeing and physical integrity. International human rights experts additionally find that in overcrowded facilities, staff report they feel the need to resort to more repressive measures in order to maintain control.

International human rights standards require every prisoner to be provided with “food of nutritional value adequate for health and strength, of wholesome quality and well prepared and served.” Yet, the dietary requirements of adults and youth are distinct. The food prepared for youth should be of nutritious quality and of adequate quantity to satisfy their specific dietary needs. Youth should receive at least three meals a day and at reasonable intervals, and the reduction of diet should be prohibited for any purpose, including as a disciplinary measure.
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Human rights experts recognize that youths’ right to food that is “adequate for health and sufficient for strength” is essential because they are still growing.\textsuperscript{47}

International human rights experts recognize that in some instances, governments may need to set medium- and long-term goals in order to ensure that conditions of confinement meet human rights standards. However, governments must take immediate actions, particularly with regard to detained youth, “that guarantee [their] physical, mental and moral integrity...as well as their right to life and their right to enjoy the minimum conditions for a decent life.”\textsuperscript{48}

\textbf{IV. Programming— Education, Job Training, & Recreation}

Youth in conflict with the law must be treated differently from adults and with their best interests in mind, based on a recognition that the particular developmental, emotional and educational needs of youth, among other differences, call for distinct treatment and a supportive approach.\textsuperscript{49} The “treatment model” advocated by Cardozo Law in its recent report\textsuperscript{50} to the New York Board of Corrections on alternative treatment for youth at Rikers is in line with international human rights standards regarding programming for detained youth.

\textbf{Education and Job Training}

Human rights experts recognize that education for youth deprived of liberty is critical and that deprivation of adequate education “limits [youths’] chances of actually rejoining society and carrying forward their life plans,” with the impact being particularly felt by youth from marginalized sectors of society.\textsuperscript{51} Thus, governments must not abandon the formal education of detained youth.\textsuperscript{52}

Under international human rights standards, detention facilities must make provisions for the further education of all detained people, with the curriculum fully integrated with and recognized by the educational system outside of prison.\textsuperscript{53} Detained youth of compulsory school age have a right to education that accounts for their individual needs and abilities, and their educational instruction must be well integrated with that of the educational system of the broader community.\textsuperscript{54} Requirements for content and for hours of attendance must match those required for youth who are not deprived of liberty.\textsuperscript{55} Instruction should occur outside the institution wherever possible and should always be provided by qualified instructors. Detained youth with cognitive or learning disabilities have a right to special education instruction.\textsuperscript{56}
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youth receive while incarcerated must prepare them to return to society, and diplomas and educational certificates should not in any way indicate that they were incarcerated. International human rights standards also provide for youth above compulsory school age to be permitted and encouraged to continue their education, with every effort made to ensure they receive access to appropriate educational instruction. The aim should be for youth to be able to continue their education with ease upon release from detention.

International human rights standards call for all detained people, and especially youth, to receive vocational training in useful trades. With the protections of all national and international child labor standards in mind, detained youth should have the specific right to pursue vocational training in the type of work they wish to perform and in occupations likely preparing them for future employment. Where possible, youth should have the right to perform work for equitable remuneration as a complement to vocational training, within the local community, in a way that permits them to save money for their use upon release, and without subordinating their training to the pursuit of profit by the detention facility or a third party. In this effort to prepare for future conditions of normal occupational life, organization and methods of work offered to the youth should mimic as best as possible those of the work in the community.

Detained youth should be in facilities with an adequately stocked library carrying instructional, recreational, and periodical materials that they are encouraged and able to fully use. Both education and job training must take cultural diversity into account and should be applicable to, and recognized outside the institutional setting. The aim of education, job training and programming for youth should be to develop skills, learning and other capacities; as well as to promote human dignity, self-esteem and self-confidence, accordingly empowering youth and enabling them to develop their personalities, talents and abilities so they may live full and satisfying lives within society.

Recreation

Particularly because they are still growing and maturing, youth deprived of their liberty must have access to recreation programs. Accordingly, international human rights standards call for detained youth to be guaranteed meaningful activities and programs that promote and sustain their health and self-respect. Facilities detaining youth should be designed to allow them
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physical exercise and leisure-time activities. Daily, as the weather permits, and with adequate space, installations, and equipment, youth should be given a suitable amount of time in the open air for exercising and participating in recreational and physical training. Youth should also have daily access to other leisure activities, including for arts and crafts skill development should the youth wish to participate in them. Remedial physical education and therapy should also be offered, under medical supervision, for those who need it.

Recreation should be designed to ensure contact between youth and their families and communities. That is, detention facilities should facilitate opportunities for imprisoned youth to be able to socialize, play, relax, and participate in health and education programs, arranged with the community. These activities should not be limited to the confines of the secure facilities. Particularly as a youth nears release, participation in these activities should increase as a means of facilitating re-assimilation into the family and the community.

V. Medical and Mental Health Treatment

Medical Care

In accordance with international human rights standards, all detained persons have the right to the highest possible level of physical and social wellbeing, and the government’s obligation to respect their physical integrity and inherent dignity “includes guaranteeing access to proper medical care.” Youth must receive “regular medical supervision that would ensure the … normal growth and development so essential to their future.” According to international human rights experts, depriving detained people access to proper medical care can become a form of unlawful cruel or inhuman treatment in situations where their health or wellbeing deteriorates.

All youth have a recognized human right to the “enjoyment of the highest attainable standards of health and to facilities for the treatment of illness and rehabilitation of health.” All detained
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youth have “the right to special protection, care and aid,” including for those youth with disabilities, those living with HIV/AIDS, and for young women or girls “during pregnancy and the nursing period.” International human rights standards regarding detained youth call for governments to provide adequate preventive and remedial medical care, including dental care, ophthalmological care, and medically indicated pharmaceutical products and special diets. All facilities where youth are detained must have “immediate access to adequate medical facilities and sufficient equipment,” as well as “staff trained in preventive health care and the handling of medical emergencies.” If youth are ill, complain of illness or otherwise demonstrate symptoms of illness, they should receive prompt medical examination by a qualified doctor. Medical staff should visit those detained people who are sick every day, as well as those who complain of illness, or those whom others signal may be sick. All prison or jail staff must take action to assure medical attention whenever required for detained people.

Mental Health Care

Governments’ obligation to prohibit cruel or inhuman treatment under international human rights law includes the obligation to assure conditions of confinement do not result in deterioration of detained persons’ mental health. The enjoyment of the highest possible level of mental and social wellbeing for persons deprived of liberty includes adequate psychiatric care and access to free and appropriate treatment and medication. Regarding youth deprived of liberty, governments must ensure that they have access to “mental health, treatment for drug dependent children, special programs to prevent suicide, and others.” According to international human rights standards, “[e]very juvenile has a right to be examined by a physician immediately upon admission to a detention facility, for the purpose of recording any evidence of prior ill-treatment and identifying any physical or mental condition requiring medical attention.” Thereafter, detention facilities must assure all youth receive adequate mental health care.

On the right to accessible mental health services, international human rights standards specifically call for the availability of at least one qualified medical officer with some knowledge of psychiatry at every detention facility. Medical services should include adequate services for
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psychiatric diagnoses and treatment. Medical staff must report to a director if detained person’s mental health has or will be harmed by continued imprisonment or by a particular condition of imprisonment. Under international human rights standards, people determined to suffer from psycho-social disabilities are not to be held in detention facilities, and instead must be moved to mental health care facilities where they can receive necessary observation and treatment. Youth should have access to the broad range of individualized services necessary for their care, such as trauma services, including for recovery from the trauma of arrest. Furthermore, all facility staff “should ensure the full protection of the physical and mental health of juveniles, including protection from physical, sexual and emotional abuse and exploitation, and should take immediate action to secure medical attention whenever required.”

VI. Limitations on Use of Force

International law calls for every youth deprived of liberty to be treated with humanity, “and in a manner that takes into account the distinct needs of a person of his or her age.” Torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment of youth is prohibited. When dealing with youth, governments must apply the highest standard when determining if a treatment constitutes cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. This standard informs both the use of force discussed in this section and the use of discipline discussed below.

Only in the face of imminent threat of injury to the youth or others, and after exhausting all other means of control, can restraint or force be used on a youth. Such restraint should not be used to cause humiliation or to degrade, and should be restricted to the shortest time possible. Given that scientists warn against the use of certain chemical agents against detained youth because such use has led to serious adverse health effects or death, the use of such chemical sprays falls within the set of tactics that compromise the health of youth and should thus be prohibited.

Under international human rights standards, detained youth should never be subjected to violence or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment; and to extent that their rights are abused the government must facilitate access to justice. To ensure meaningful access to justice, the
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government must provide detained youth with access to judicial and administrative mechanisms that are fair, expeditious, affordable, and accessible.\textsuperscript{107} The government should also facilitate judicial and administrative processes by taking measures to protect victim safety and privacy, and by providing youth with legal assistance.\textsuperscript{108} Youth, and where appropriate, family members, should receive restitution and compensation.\textsuperscript{109}

**VII. International Standards for Discipline**

**Limits to Discipline for Youth**

The interest of safety and an ordered community life should be the driving forces behind procedures and measures taken to discipline incarcerated youth.\textsuperscript{110} A sense of justice, the inherent dignity of youth, and their basic rights can never be lost to discipline.\textsuperscript{111} Punishment that inflicts physical force and is used with the intention of causing some degree of pain or discomfort, including hitting, kicking, and forcibly placing children in uncomfortable positions is necessarily degrading, and thus strictly forbidden.\textsuperscript{112} Solitary confinement is also prohibited and discussed in more detail below. Other forbidden disciplinary measures include deprivation of food, restricting or denying contact with family, the use of labor as punishment rather than an educational tool, and multiple sanctions for the same infraction.\textsuperscript{113}

International human rights standards call for governments to observe the principles of due process, non-discrimination, and possibility for judicial review in applying disciplinary measures with detained youth.\textsuperscript{114} Human rights experts note that employing broad, generic categories to describe offenses for which detained youth can be punished encourages abuse by prison officials and violation of due process rights, as these categories leave youth unclear as to what they can and cannot be sanctioned for.\textsuperscript{115} Under international standards, staff at youth detention facilities should be trained in working with youth in conflict with the law so that disciplinary issues are more effectively prevented.\textsuperscript{116} Any disciplinary measure should serve the youth’s best interest and must be appropriate, necessary and proportional.\textsuperscript{117} Further, youth should be permitted to receive assistance of an attorney or family members for their defense.\textsuperscript{118}
Solitary Confinement and Youth

Placing people under eighteen in solitary confinement explicitly violates international human rights protections for youth. The UN Special Rapporteur on Torture condemns the use of solitary on people under eighteen due to its harmful physical and psychological effects and the particular vulnerability of youth. The UN Human Rights Committee recently called on the U.S. to abolish the use of solitary confinement for those under the age of 18 and for people with mental illness. Human rights experts recognize that isolation has a range of harmful effects, including moral suffering and emotional trauma, and it has a particularly devastating impact on youth. The trauma youth suffer due to solitary confinement increases their vulnerability, as well as their risk of being abused or mistreated while detained. Not only is solitary confinement of youth considered cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment in violation of international law, but it also goes against the objectives of institutional care.

Solitary confinement should not be used as a tool for “managing” or “protecting” incarcerated youth as it has the same detrimental effects as punitive segregation. If incarcerated youth need to be separated from the adult population for their safety, a better approach would be to move them out of adult facilities. Similarly, solitary confinement should never be used as a method of monitoring a child with suicidal thoughts. In addition to the prohibition on solitary confinement for youth, international standards recognize that solitary confinement is not appropriate for individuals with mental illness. Such individuals should not be held in prison, and proper psychological treatment must be utilized instead.

General Restrictions on Solitary Confinement

The approach by human rights monitoring bodies and the international community to solitary confinement generally reflects an understanding that the practice can cause mental and physical harm to prisoners, and that it should therefore be dramatically diminished or abolished. In 1990 the United Nations (UN) General Assembly called on governments to phase out solitary confinement, and the UN Committee Against Torture has repeatedly recommended it be
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abolished. The UN Special Rapporteur on Torture has also called for abolition of the use of solitary, whether as punishment or in pretrial detention. Prolonged solitary confinement can violate international human rights law prohibitions on cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment, and in certain circumstances, may constitute torture.

International human rights standards call for solitary to only be used as a last resort in exceptional cases, and for the shortest time possible. In the rare instance where solitary might be used, international human rights experts cap the length at which an adult can be placed in solitary confinement at about two weeks or less before it constitutes cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment. The European Committee for the Prevention of Torture holds that the maximum period of solitary confinement can be no more than fourteen days, but should preferably be less. The UN Special Rapporteur on Torture concludes that fifteen days is the limit, pointing out that some of the harmful psychological effects of isolation may become irreversible after that point. Scientific studies repeatedly find that solitary confinement for more than ten days can cause negative physical and mental health effects, including depression, anxiety, hallucinations, paranoia, and heightened risks of self-harm and suicide. Some studies find that even in a matter of hours or a couple days, people locked in solitary confinement can display negative mental health impacts. Human rights standards additionally call for the conditions and regime in solitary to largely resemble those required under international standards for prisoners generally, including access to natural light, continued visits, regular prison meals, etc.
Because solitary confinement is widely recognized as a potential cause of physical and mental health problems, its use has implications for prisoners’ human right to the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health. International human rights standards prohibit disciplinary punishments that cause physical or mental harm to prisoners, and call instead for governments to ensure that imprisoned people are provided treatment for any physical or mental illness that may hamper their rehabilitation. Punishments that harm detainees’ mental health contravene the rehabilitative and reformative aims that are to be the purpose of imprisonment under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

Medical Decisions Regarding Mental Health and Solitary Confinement

While international human rights standards initially called for involvement of qualified doctors in decision-making about confining people in isolation as punishment, recent human rights standards recommend that doctors not be involved in those decisions. This new stance results from widespread recognition that solitary confinement causes harm to detainees’ health, and that it would violate ethical commitments and international human rights standards for doctors to condone someone’s placement in solitary confinement, simply because that person did not exhibit symptoms of mental health disorder. However, people in solitary must still be able to access health care. Under international standards, health care staff should visit people in solitary at least once daily, properly remedy any deterioration in detained peoples’ health condition, and immediately report to the director of the institution if a confined persons’ health is at risk as a result of solitary confinement.
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Despite the prohibition on direct involvement of doctors in decisions about solitary, current international human rights standards regarding imprisonment do envisage a role for medical evaluation, which has an indirect tie to decisions about solitary confinement. Under international human rights standards, governments are to ensure that qualified doctors evaluate the mental and physical health of each incoming detained person, in part to determine whether or not they have a mental health disability or a history of psychosocial disability.\textsuperscript{148} International standards also prohibit solitary for people with mental illness or psychosocial disabilities.\textsuperscript{149} Thus, if prison doctors must determine whether any detainee is mentally ill, and if the presence of mental illness definitively negates the use of solitary under international human rights standards, these standards together raise a question as to what constitutes mental illness such that governments should be forbidden from placing someone suffering it into solitary confinement.

International human rights standards provide no definitive answer to this question. The World Health Organization (WHO) states that mental disorders, of which there are many, with many different presentations, “are generally characterized by some combination of abnormal thoughts, emotions, behaviour and relationships with others.”\textsuperscript{150} According to the WHO, more common disorders that generally cause severe disability “include depressive disorders, substance use disorders, schizophrenia, epilepsy, Alzheimer’s disease, mental retardation, and disorders of childhood and adolescence.”\textsuperscript{151} For a full list of all mental and behavioral disorders, the WHO points to\textsuperscript{152} the International Statistical Classification of Disease and Related Health Problems (ICD-10).\textsuperscript{153}

Reflecting the disability rights movement’s efforts to move toward a social model approach to disability (as opposed to an individualized medical model),\textsuperscript{154} the WHO recognizes that “[d]eterminants of mental health and mental disorders include not only individual attributes … but also social, cultural, economic, political and environmental factors, such as national policies, social protection, living standards, working conditions, and community social supports.”\textsuperscript{155} In this vein, the World Network of Users and Survivors of Psychiatry, which made formative contributions to the drafting of the UN Convention on the Rights of People With Disabilities, uses the term “psychosocial disability” to capture the psychological and the social and cultural factors that contribute to this form of disability.\textsuperscript{156} Drawing on this logic, the considerations for determining psychosocial disability should involve analysis of both individual symptoms, as well as the social, environmental, and cultural circumstances that exacerbate or fuel those symptoms,
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including the detention environment, the trauma of arrest and imprisonment, and likely psychological impact caused by a disciplinary measure.

IV. Recommendations

* Immediately end solitary confinement for youth, and phase out solitary confinement for all detained people. While ending the practice for 16-17 year-olds will represent a positive step, the next immediate step should be to account for young age in decisions about disciplinary measures for 18-21 year-olds, and ultimately to abolish solitary for that population.
* Ensure that all staff assigned to work with youth in detention—including security staff, programming staff, health and mental health professionals, and counselors—are properly trained and qualified to work with and meet the special needs of adolescents in conflict with the law.
* End the practice of detaining youth in adult facilities.
* Expand access for all youth, including those 18-21, to facilities and programming designed for youth.
* Ensure all youth, no matter where held, have access to uninterrupted, high-quality, age-appropriate education, including education tailored to special-needs youth, and including vocational training and higher education where appropriate.
* Provide and increase age-specific programming for all detained youth, including community-oriented recreation and educational programs that allow youth to participate as members of the population outside of the jail, without being identified as detained youth.
* Incorporate a therapeutic model in facilities where youth are detained, and ensure youth have access to adequate health care, including mental health treatment.
* Facilitate youths’ access to justice for abuses committed against them while detained, including by providing clear, accessible instructions and means for filing complaints; providing independent legal counsel and hearings; providing judicial redress; and ending impunity for officials who commit abuses against youth, including excessive use of force.
* Permit and encourage detained youth’s contact with their family and community, decentralizing detention facilities so that youth are either in or near the community where they or their parents, guardians and friends live.
* Encourage visits by family members, friends and members of the community by establishing flexible visiting hours and setting up comfortable areas that allow for privacy, so that the visits serve to strengthen the family bond and ties to members of the community.
* Ensure detained youth are held in a safe, well-maintained facility providing ample space for large indoor and outdoor recreation areas for congregate activity; as well as for classrooms conducive to learning.
* Develop and implement an adequate continuum of alternative disciplinary sanctions for rule violations that do not involve isolation, as well as systems to reward and incentivize good behavior.